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A WALL CROSSING FORMULA FOR DEGREES OF REAL
CENTRAL PROJECTIONS
CHRISTIAN OKONEK AND ANDREI TELEMAN
Abstract. The main result is a wall crossing formula for central projections
defined on submanifolds of a real projective space. Our formula gives the jump
of the degree of such a projection when the center of the projection varies.
The fact that the degree depends on the projection is a new phenomenon,
specific to real algebraic geometry. We illustrate this phenomenon in many
interesting situations. The crucial assumption on the class of maps we consider
is relative orientability, a condition which allows us to define a Z-valued degree
map in a coherent way. We end the article with several examples, e.g. the
pole placement map associated with a quotient, the Wronski map, and a new
version of the real subspace problem.
0. Introduction
One of the fundamental problems in real algebraic geometry concerns the solu-
tions of systems of real algebraic equations. Since, in general, even the existence
of real solutions is not guaranteed, it is important to find a priori lower bounds for
the number of these solutions.
In the last years several important developments have taken place in this direc-
tion, which are related to problems in enumerative geometry [DeK], [IKS], [FK],
[W1], [W2], [OT2], or to the study of certain polynomial systems which often have
interesting applications [EG1], [EG2], [SS]. In many cases these lower bounds are
provided by the degrees of certain maps, for instance central projections of pro-
jective submanifolds [EG1], [EG2], [So], [SS]. For a projective m-dimensional sub-
manifold X ⊂ PN−1C , and a central projection pi : PN−1C 99K PmC whose center does
not intersect X, one gets a finite map pi X : X → PmC whose degree with respect to
complex orientations coincides with the number of points of a fibre (pi X)
−1(p) if
multiplicities are taken into account. Note that this fibre can be regarded as the set
of solutions of a system of homogeneous algebraic equations. This degree can also
be identified with the number of points of the intersection X∩H for a general codi-
mension m projective subspace H ⊂ PN−1C ; hence it is cohomologically determined
and independent of the choice of the central projection pi (as long as its center does
not intersect X). This is an important example of the fundamental principle of
conservation of numbers. It is well known that this principle does not hold in real
algebraic geometry. One of the goals of this article is to show that in real geometry,
this principle should be replaced by a wall crossing formula. Such wall crossing
formulae play an important role in gauge theory [DoK] [OT1], but apparently the
wall crossing phenomenon (jump of an invariant in a well controlled way) has not
been studied until now in real algebraic geometry. The general principle of wall
crossing is very simple: one has a parameter space P which parameterizes a certain
class of maps, and a wall W ⊂ P of bad maps. If certain conditions are fulfilled,
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2 CHRISTIAN OKONEK AND ANDREI TELEMAN
one can define a degree map
deg : pi0(P \W)→ Z
which associates to any chamber C ∈ pi0(P\W) an integer. A wall crossing formula
computes the difference deg(C+)−deg(C−) between the integers associated to two
adjacent chambers. In this article we will prove such a wall crossing formula for
the space of central projections restricted to a smooth, not necessarily algebraic
submanifold X of a real projective space. We are not aware of any systematic results
in this generality. Note in particular that standard algebro-geometric techniques
like e.g. elimination theory, do not apply.
The crucial assumption on the class of maps we consider is relative orientability,
a condition which allows us to define a Z-valued degree map in a coherent way.
This wall crossing phenomenon for real central projections P(V ) ⊃ X → P(W )
pointed out by our result is in striking contrast to the invariance of the degree of a
section in a relatively oriented vector bundle (see [OT2]). We describe now briefly
the results of this article:
In the first section we introduce the important notion of relative orientation of a
map between topological manifolds, and we define the degree of a relatively oriented
map between closed manifolds of the same dimension. For relatively orientable
maps f (so for maps which can be relatively oriented, but have not been endowed
with a relative orientation) one can define the absolute degree |deg|(f), which is
similar to Kronecker’s concept of characteristic and Hopf’s absolute degree. In
the differentiable case the degree of a relatively oriented map can be computed
using the local degrees at the points of a finite fibre. The special case of a Real
finite holomorphic map f : X → Y between Real complex manifolds of the same
dimension is particularly important. If the restriction
f(R) : X(R)→ Y (R)
is relatively orientable, then there are fundamental estimates and comparison for-
mulae for the sum of the multiplicities of the points of a real fibre f(R)−1(y),
y ∈ Y (R):
|deg|(f(R)) ≤
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) ≤ deg(f) ,
|deg|(f(R)) ≡
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) ≡ deg(f) (mod 2) .
In the second section we study central projections. Let V , W be real vector
spaces, f ∈ Hom(V,W ) and
[f ] : P(V ) \ P(ker(f))→ P(W )
the induced morphism. Let X ⊂ P(V ) be a compact submanifold with dim(X) =
dim(P(W )) and X ∩ P(ker(f)) = ∅. The induced map
[f ]X : X → P(W )
is relatively orientable if and only if
w1(X) = (dim(X) + 1)w1(λV,X) ,
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where λV,X := λV X denotes the restriction to X of the tautological line bundle
λV of P(V ). It follows in particular that the relative orientability of such central
projections [f ]X is independent of f .
The tensor product TX⊗λV,X can be written as YX/λV,X , where YX is a subbun-
dle of the trivial bundle V X := X × V . With this definition we obtain a canonical
identification
TX = Hom
(
λV,X ,
YX
/
λV,X
)
.
The data of a relative orientation of a map f ∈ Hom(V,W ) with X∩P(ker(f)) =
∅ is equivalent to the data of a bundle isomorphism
µ : X × det(W )→ det(YX) .
In our situation the space P parameterizing the relevant maps is the vector space
Hom(V,W ), and the wall associated with the submanifold X ⊂ P(V ) is:
WX := {f ∈ Hom(V,W )| X ∩ P(ker(f)) 6= ∅} .
A point f0 ∈ WX on the wall is called regular when f0 is surjective, the intersec-
tion X ∩ P(ker(f0)) consists only of one point ξ0, and ker(f0) ∩ Yξ0 = ξ0. Let W0X
be the subspace of regular points in WX . Our first result in section 2 shows that
the wall WX ⊂ Hom(V,W ) is a smooth hypersurface in all regular points f0 ∈ W0X
and identifies the normal line NW0X ,f0 with Hom(det(Yξ0),det(W )) via a canonical
isomorphism
ψf0 : NW0X ,f0 → Hom(det(Yξ0),det(W )) .
This is not a standard result, since the manifold X is not supposed to be algebraic.
It also shows that the choice of an orientation parameter µ : X×det(W )→ det(YX)
serves a second, completely different purpose: µ−1ξ0 : det(Yξ0) → det(W ) defines a
generator of the normal line NW0X ,f0 for every f0 ∈ W0X with ker(f0) ∩ Yξ0 = ξ0.
The main result in this section is the wall crossing formula (see Theorem 2.14):
Theorem (Wall-crossing formula) Let f0 ∈ W0X be a regular point on the wall
with ker(f0) ∩ Yξ0 = ξ0. Consider a smooth map
f : NW0X ,f0 → Hom(V,W )
whose differential f∗,0 is a right splitting of the exact sequence
0→ TW0X ,f0 → THom(V,W ),f0 → NW0X ,f0 → 0 .
Then for every sufficiently small τ ∈ NW0X ,f0 \ {0} we have:
(1) f(τ) ∈ Hom(V,W ) \WX and [f(τ)]X is a local diffeomorphism at ξ0.
(2) The local degree of [f(τ)]X at ξ0 is
degν(f(τ),µ),ξ0([f(τ)]X) = sign(µξ0 ◦ (ψf0(τ))) .
(3) degν(f(τ),µ)([f(τ)]X)− degν(f(−τ),µ)([f(−τ)]X) = 2sign(µξ0 ◦ (ψf0(τ))).
As a consequence we obtain a general formula which computes the degree differ-
ence degν(g1,µ)([g1]X)−degν(g0,µ)([g0]X) for a smooth path (gt)t∈[0,1] in Hom(V,W )
with g0, g1 ∈ Hom(V,W )\WX , which intersects the wallWX only in regular points
with transversal intersection.
The third result in section 2 describes the irregular locus WX \W0X of the wall.
We show that WX \W0X is closed and its complement in Hom(V,W ) is connected.
This implies that any two points g0, g1 ∈ Hom(V,W ) \ WX can be connected
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by a smooth path (gt)t∈[0,1] which intersects WX only along W0X with transversal
intersection. In other words, the difference degν(g1,µ)([g1]X)−degν(g0,µ)([g0]X) can
always be computed by our difference formula.
Important applications of our difference formula are the following general prop-
erties of the degree map
degXµ : pi0(Hom(V,W ) \WX)→ Z .
(1) All values of the degree map are congruent modulo 2.
(2) If a ∈ im(degXµ ), then any integer c with −|a| ≤ c ≤ |a| which has the same
parity as a also belongs to im(degXµ ).
The second “no gaps” property can be considered as a strong existence result; it
shows that the phenomenon exhibited by the theorem of Brockett and Segal ([Se]
p. 41, see also section 2.4.2 below) is completely general.
In the third section we discuss examples. First we describe a large class of im-
portant Real complex manifolds, the so called conjugation manifolds [HHP], for
which the orientability of f(R) can be easily checked. This class contains Grass-
mann manifolds and toric manifolds with their standard Real structures. Then we
discuss Wronski projections, the universal pole placement map, and a real subspace
problem. Note that in many interesting situations one has a canonical relative ori-
entation of the considered projections. In these situations one obtains canonical
signs corresponding to the points of a regular fibre.
1. Degrees of real maps
By topological manifold we always mean a topological manifold which is Haus-
dorff and paracompact.
Let M be an n-dimensional topological manifold, and OM its orientation sheaf;
for every point m ∈M we have
OM,m := Hn(M,M \ {m},Z) .
Note that for every locally constant sheaf ξ on M and for every open neighborhood
U of m one has canonical identifications
Hn(M,M \ {m}, ξ) = Hn(U,U \ {m}, ξ U ) = Hn(U,U \ {m}, ξm) =
= Hn(M,M \ {m}, ξm) = OM,m ⊗ ξm ,
and
Hn(M,M \ {m}, ξ) = Hn(U,U \ {m}, ξ U ) = Hn(U,U \ {m}, ξm) =
= Hn(M,M \ {m}, ξm) = Hom(OM,m, ξm) .
Suppose now that M is connected and closed. The canonical fundamental class of
M in cohomology is the canonical generator {M} of Hn(M,OM ); for every m ∈M
this class can be written as
{M} = jm(cm)
where jm : H
∗(M,M \ {m},OM ) → H∗(M,OM ) is the natural morphism, and
cm = idOM,m is the canonical generator of H
n(M,M \ {m},OM ).
Similarly, the canonical class of M in homology is the class [M ] ∈ Hn(M,OM )
whose image in Hn(M,M \ {m},OM ) is the canonical generator of this group for
every m ∈M .
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Definition 1.1. Let M , N be differentiable manifolds, and g : M → N a contin-
uous map. A relative orientation of g is an isomorphism ν : g∗(ON ) → OM . A
relatively oriented map is a pair (g, ν), where ν is a relative orientation of g. A
continuous map g : M → N is called relatively orientable if it admits a relative
orientation.
Since w1 classifies real line bundles on paracompact spaces, we obtain:
Remark 1.2. A continuous map g : M → N between differentiable manifolds is
relatively orientable if and only if g∗(w1(TN )) = w1(TM ).
Remark 1.3. If H1(M,Z2) = 0, then any continous map g : M → N is relatively
orientable. In particular any map g : Sn → N (n ≥ 2) is relatively orientable.
Note that if dim(M) = dim(N) =: n and (g, ν) is a relatively oriented differen-
tiable map M → N between closed connected manifolds, one can define the degree
degν(g) by the formula
(1) degν(g){M} = ν∗(g∗({N})) .
If one just knows that g is relatively orientable, but did not fix a relative orien-
tation of it, one can still define the absolute degree |deg|(g) of g by
|deg|(g) := |degν(g)|
for any relative orientation ν of g.
Let x ∈M be an isolated point in the fibre over its image y := g(x), and choose
charts h : (U, x) → (U ′, 0) ⊂ (Rn, 0), k : (V, y) → (V ′, 0) ⊂ (Rn, 0) such that the
orientations of TxM , TyN defined by the two charts correspond via νx. Then we
define
degν,x(g) := deg0(k ◦ g ◦ h−1) ,
where the right hand term is computed with respect to the standard orientation of
Rn. This degree can be defined in an intrinsic way using the map
gx : (U,U \ {x})→ (N,N \ {y})
(which is well defined when U is sufficiently small) and writing
(2) νx(exg
∗
x(cy)) = degν,x(g)cx ,
where ex : H
n(U,U \ {x},Oy) → Hn(M,M \ {x},Oy) is the isomorphism defined
by excision.
Proposition 1.4. Let M , N be closed connected n-manifolds, g : M → N a smooth
map, ν : g∗(ON )→ OM a relative orientation, and y ∈ N a point with g−1(y) finite.
Then
(3) degν(g) =
∑
x∈g−1(y)
degν,x(g) .
Proof. Write {N} = jy(cy), where cy ∈ Hn(N,N \ {y},ON ) is the canonical gener-
ator. One gets a pull-back class
g∗(cy) ∈ Hn(M,M \ g−1(y), g∗(ON )) ,
and g∗({N}) can be written as
g∗({N}) = JM,y(g∗(cy)) ,
where JM,y : H
n(M,M \ g−1(y), g∗(ON ))→ Hn(M, g∗(ON )) is the canonical map.
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For every x ∈ g−1(y) let Ux be an open neighborhood of x such that Ux1∩Ux2 = ∅
for x1 6= x2. Put U :=
⋃
x∈g−1(y) Ux, denote by gx : (Ux, Ux \ {x})→ (N,N \ {y})
the restriction of g, and note that the inclusion U ↪→M induces an isomorphism
Hn(U,U \ g−1(y), (g U )∗(ON ))→ Hn(M,M \ g−1(y), g∗(ON )) ,
by excision. We denote by
JU,y : H
n(U,U \ g−1(y), (g U )∗(ON ))→ Hn(M, g∗(ON ))
the composition of JM,y with this isomorphism. One has an obvious isomorphism
Hn(U,U \ g−1(y), (g U )∗(ON )) =
⊕
x∈g−1(y)
Hn(Ux, Ux \ {x},Oy)
and the restriction of JU,y to a summand H
n(Ux, Ux \ {x},Oy) is the composition
jx ◦ ex of the isomorphism ex : Hn(Ux, Ux \ {x},Oy) → Hn(M,M \ {x},Oy) with
the canonical map Jx : H
∗(M,M \ {x},Oy)→ H∗(M, g∗(ON )). Therefore
νg∗({N}) = νJU,y((g U )∗(cy)) = νJU,y
( ∑
x∈g−1(y)
g∗x(cy)
)
= ν
( ∑
x∈g−1(y)
Jx◦ex
(
g∗x(cy)
))
=
∑
x∈g−1(y)
νx◦Jx◦ex
(
g∗x(cy)
)
=
∑
x∈g−1(y)
jx◦νx◦ex
(
g∗x(cy)
)
=
∑
x∈g−1(y)
degν,x(g)jx(cx)
=
{ ∑
x∈g−1(y)
degν,x(g)
}{M} .
by (2).
Proposition 1.5. Let X, Y be compact complex manifolds endowed with Real
structures, let f : X → Y be a finite Real holomorphic map such that the induced
map f(R) : X(R)→ Y (R) is relatively oriented. Then
(1) For any y ∈ Y (R) one has
|deg|(f(R)) ≤
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) ≤ deg(f) .
(2) deg(f(R)) ≡ deg(f) mod 2.
(3) For any y ∈ Y (R) one has
deg(f(R))) ≡
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) (mod 2) .
Proof. Choose a relative orientation ν : f(R)∗(OY (R))→ OX(R).
(1) For the first inequality note that
|deg|(f(R)) = |
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
degν,x(f(R))| ≤
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) =
=
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf .
For the second inequality, note that for any point y ∈ Y (R), we have
deg(f) =
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf +
∑
x∈f−1(y)\X(R)
multxf =
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(4) =
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) +
∑
x∈f−1(y)\X(R)
multxf
and all the terms on the right are positive.
(2) Choose a regular value y ∈ Y (R) of f(R). Then one has degν,x(f(R)) ∈ {±1}
for every x ∈ f−1(y) and
deg(f(R)) =
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
degν,x(f(R)) ≡
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) (mod 2) .
It suffices to note that
multxf(R) = multxf , and
∑
x∈f−1(y)\X(R)
multxf ≡ 0 (mod 2 ) .
(3) We use (2) and note that, by (1) one obviously has
deg(f) ≡
∑
x∈f(R)−1(y)
multxf(R) (mod 2) .
Note that the estimate (1) holds without any transversality assumption on f .
A statement similar to Proposition 1.5 holds for Real sections in Real holomor-
phic vector bundles over compact complex manifolds endowed with Real structures
[OT2].
Proposition 1.6. Let X be compact complex manifold endowed with Real structure,
and let E → X be a Real holomorphic vector bundle over X with rk(E) = dim(X) =
n. Suppose that the real vector bundle E(R) → X(R) is relatively orientable, and
let s be a Real holomorphic section of E with finite zero locus Z(s). Then
(1)
|deg|(E(R)) ≤
∑
z∈Z(s)∩X(R)
multz(s) ≤ 〈cn(E), [X]〉 .
(2)
|deg|(E(R)) ≡ 〈cn(E), [X]〉 (mod 2) .
(3)
|deg|(E(R)) ≡
∑
z∈Z(s)∩X(R)
multz(s) .
2. Wall crossing for degrees of real projections
2.1. Projections. The wall associated with a submanifold of P(V ). Let V
be an N -dimensional real vector space and let λV be the tautological line bundle
on the projective space P(V ). By definition, λV is a line subbundle of the trivial
bundle V := P(V )× V and the tangent bundle TP(V ) can be canonically identified
with Hom(λV , V /λV ) = λ
∨
V ⊗ V /λV .
Let X ⊂ P(V ) be a compact submanifold of dimension m < N − 1. We denote
by TX the tangent bundle of X regarded as a subbundle of the restriction TP(V ) X ,
and by V X , λV,X the restrictions of the bundles V , λV to X. The tensor product
TX ⊗ λV,X is a subbundle of the quotient bundle V X/λV,X , so it can be written
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as YX/λV,X , where YX ⊂ V X is the subbundle of V X defined as the preimage of
TX ⊗ λV,X under the epimorphism
V X  V X
/
λV,X .
With this definition we obtain a canonical identification
(5) TX = Hom
(
λV,X ,
YX
/
λV,X
)
,
which will play an important role in the following constructions. Note that the
bundle YX can be identified with the dual jet bundle
[
J1(λ∨V,X)
]∨
of λ∨V,X .
Let now W be a real vector space of dimension m + 1. A morphism f ∈
Hom(V,W ) defines the central projection
[f ] : P(V ) \ P(ker(f))→ P(W ) ,
whose restriction to X \ P(ker(f)) will be denoted by [f ]X .
The differential of a central projection [f ] can be computed as follows: For a line
l ∈ P(V ) \ P(ker(f)) we have an induced isomorphism
rf,l : l→ f(l) ,
and an induced linear map
qf,l : V/l→W/f(l) .
Let H ′ be a linear complement of the line f(l) in W , and note that H := f−1(H ′)
is a linear complement of l in V . For ϕ ∈ Hom(l,H), the [f ]-image of the line
lϕ := {v + ϕ(v)| v ∈ l} in P(W ) is {f(v) + f(ϕ(v))| v ∈ l}, which is the graph of
f ◦ ϕ ◦ r−1f,l . This shows that via the identifications
Tl(P(V )) = Hom(l, V/l) , Tf(l)(P(W )) = Hom(f(l),W/f(l))
the differential [f ]∗,l at a point l ∈ P(V ) \ P(ker(f)) is given by
(6) [f ]∗,l(ϕ) = qf,l ◦ ϕ ◦ r−1f,l .
The differential of the restriction [f ]X is given by the same formula applied to
ϕ ∈ Tl(X) = Hom(l, Yl/l). More precisely:
Remark 2.1. The differential of the restriction [f ]X at l ∈ X \ P(ker(f)) is given
by the formula:
(7) ([f ]X)∗,l(ϕ) = pf,l ◦ ϕ ◦ r−1f,l .
where pf,l : Yl/l→W/f(l) is the morphism induced by f .
Remark 2.2. Let l ∈ X \ P(ker(f)). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) [f ]X is a local diffeomorphism at l,
(2) f−1(f(l)) ∩ Yl = l,
(3) ker(f) ∩ Yl = {0}.
Proof. Using Remark 2.1 we see that ([f ]X),∗l is an isomorphism if and only if the
restriction of
qf,l : V/l→W/f(l)
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to Yl/l is an isomorphism. Since the kernel of this restriction is
[
f−1(f(l)) ∩ Yl
]
/l,
we obtain the equivalence (1)⇔(2). On the other hand f−1(f(l)) = l + ker(f),
hence f−1(f(l)) ∩ Yl = (l + ker(f)) ∩ Yl. The composition
ker(f) ∩ Yl ↪→ (l + ker(f)) ∩ Yl → (l + ker(f)) ∩ Yl
/
l
is surjective because l ⊂ Yl, and it is injective since l∩ ker(f) = {0}. Therefore one
has f−1(f(l)) ∩ Yl = l if and only if ker(f) ∩ Yl = {0}.
In the special case X ∩ P(ker(f)) = ∅ we obtain a well-defined smooth map
[f ]X : X → P(W ) between compact manifolds of the same dimension. The main
goal of this section is to study the relative orientability of such a map and, in the
relatively orientable case, to study the possible degrees of [f ]X for a fixed subman-
ifold X.
Since the projection [f ]X is defined on all of X if and only if f belongs to the
open subset
Hom(V,W )X := {f ∈ Hom(V,W )| X ∩ P(ker(f)) = ∅} ,
it is natural to study the complement of this open set, namely the wall associated
with X.
Definition 2.3. Let X ⊂ P(V ) be a compact m-dimensional submanifold and let
W be a real vector space of dimension n := m + 1. The wall associated with X is
defined by
WX := {f ∈ Hom(V,W )| X ∩ P(ker(f)) 6= ∅} .
A point f ∈ WX is called regular if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) dim(ker(f)) = N − n or, equivalently, f is an epimorphism,
(2) The intersection X ∩ P(ker(f)) has only one point, denoted by ξf ,
(3) ker(f) ∩ Yξf = ξf .
Denote by W0X the subspace of regular points of the wall.
The following proposition shows that the wallWX ⊂ Hom(V,W ) is a smooth hy-
persurface at any regular point f0 and identifies the normal line of this hypersurface
at f0 canonically with a line depending only on the triple (X,W, ξf0).
Proposition 2.4. Let X ⊂ P(V ) be a smooth m-dimensional submanifold. Then:
(1) The wall WX ⊂ Hom(V,W ) is a smooth hypersurface at any regular point
f0 ∈ WX .
(2) Denoting X ∩ P(ker(f0)) = {ξ0} we have a canonical isomorphism
ψf0 : NW0X ,f0 → Hom(det(Yξ0),det(W )) .
Proof. 1. Consider the incidence varieties
J := {(f, ξ,K) ∈ Hom(V,W )× P(V )×GN−n(V )| ξ ⊂ K ⊂ ker(f)} .
JX := {(f, ξ,K) ∈ Hom(V,W )×X ×GN−n(V )| ξ ⊂ K ⊂ ker(f)} .
It’s easy to see that J (respectively JX) is a vector bundle over a submanifold
of P(V ) × GN−n(V ) (respectively X × GN−n(V )), so it has a natural manifold
structure. Let q : J → Hom(V,W ), qX : JX → Hom(V,W ) be the projections on
the first factor, which are obviously proper smooth maps.
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Note that
(8) WX = qX(JX) .
One has a canonical identification
T(f,ξ,K)(J ) = {(ϕ, α, β) ∈ Hom(V,W )×Hom(ξ, V/ξ)×Hom(K,V/K)|
ϕ K = f ◦ β, β ξ = α¯} ,
where α¯ denotes the composition of α with the natural epimorphism V/ξ → V/K.
Via this identification we have q∗,(f,ξ,K)(ϕ, α, β) = ϕ, hence
ker(q∗,(f,ξ,K)) = {(α, β) ∈ Hom(ξ, V/ξ)×Hom(K, ker(f)/K)| β ξ = α¯} .
Similarly
ker((qX)∗,(f,ξ,K)) = {(α, β) ∈ Hom(ξ, Yξ/ξ)×Hom(K, ker(f)/K)| β ξ = α¯} .
Let now f0 ∈ W0X be a regular point on the wall, and put K0 := ker(f0),
ξ0 := ξf0 . We will show that qX is an immersion at (f0, ξ0,K0). Indeed, since we
have K0 = ker(f0), the kernel ker((qX)∗,(f0,ξ0,K0)) can be identified with
{α ∈ Hom(ξ0, Yξ0/ξ0)| α¯ = 0} = Hom(ξ0, (K0 ∩ Yξ0)/ξ0) ,
which vanishes because K0∩Yξ0 = ξ0. Therefore qX is an immersion at (f0, ξ0,K0)
as claimed. Since the fibre q−1X (f0) has only one element and qX is proper, it follows
that qX(U) is a neighborhood of f0 for every neighborhood U of (f0, ξ0,K0) in JX .
This implies that the image WX = qX(JX) is a submanifold of Hom(V,W ) at f0
whose germ at f0 can be identified with the germ at (f0, ξ0,K0) of JX . A simple
dimension count shows that WX is a hypersurface at f0.
2. For the second statement of the proposition we will construct a canonical iso-
morphism
ψf0 : NW0X ,f0 → Hom(det(Yξ0),det(W ))
as the composition uf0 ◦ af0 of two canonical isomorphisms:
af0 : NW0X ,f0 → Hom
(
ξ0,
W/
f0(Yξ0)
)
,
uf0 : Hom
(
ξ0,
W/
f0(Yξ0)
)
→ Hom(det(Yξ0),det(W )) .
We define first
Af0 : Hom(V,W ) = Tf0Hom(V,W )→ Hom
(
ξ0,
W/
f0(Yξ0)
)
by
(9) Af0(ϕ) := ϕ ξ0 mod f0(Yξ0) .
It is easy to see that Af0(ϕ) = 0 if and only if there exists
(α, β) ∈ Hom(ξ0, Yξ0/ξ0)×Hom(K0, V/K0)
such that (ϕ, α, β) ∈ T(f0,ξ0,K0)(JX), i.e., if and only if ϕ ∈ Tf0(W0X). Hence Af0
induces a canonical isomorphism af0 : NW0X ,f0 → Hom (ξ0,W/f0(Yξ0)) as claimed.
For the construction of uf0 we use the exact sequences:
0→ ξ0 ↪→ Yξ0 → Yξ0
/
ξ0 → 0 ,
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0→ f0(Yξ0) ↪→W →W
/
f0(Yξ0)
→ 0 ,
which give standard isomorphisms
(10) det(Yξ0) = ξ0 ⊗ det
(Yξ0/
ξ0
)
,
(11) det(W ) = det(f0(Yξ0))⊗W
/
f0(Yξ0)
Note that one has a second canonical (but non-standard!) isomorphism
(12) det(W ) = W
/
f0(Yξ0)
⊗ det(f0(Yξ0))
defined by [w] ⊗ δ 7→ w ∧ δ (see Remark 2.5 below), which is more convenient in
our situation, because the maps we consider here relate the factors of the tensor
products in (10), (12) respecting the order.
The isomorphism uf0 : Hom
(
ξ0,
W/
f0(Yξ0)
)
→ Hom(det(Yξ0),det(W )) is de-
fined via the isomorphisms (10) and (12) by
(13) uf0(σ) = σ ⊗ det(f¯0) ,
where f¯0 :
Yξ0
/
ξ0 → f0(Yξ0) is the isomorphism induced by f0.
Note that if one uses the standard isomorphism (11) for det(W ) the correspond-
ing formula for uf0 would be
uf0(σ)(v ⊗ δ) := (−1)m(σ(v)⊗ [det(f¯0)(δ)] .
Remark 2.5. Let C be a finite dimensional real vector space. For every subspace
A ⊂ C we define the isomorphisms
uA : det(A)⊗ det(C/A) '−→ det(C), vA : det(C/A)⊗ det(A) '−→ det(C)
by
uA(δ ⊗ [c]) = δ ∧ c , vA([c]⊗ δ) = c ∧ δ .
(1) Let
p : det(A)⊗ det(C/A)→ det(C/A)⊗ det(A)
be the obvious isomorphism defined by permutation of the factors, and put
a := dim(A), c := dim(C). Then one has
v−1A ◦ uA = (−1)a(c−a)p .
(2) Suppose C has an internal direct sum decomposition C = A ⊕ B, and let
α : A '−→ C/B, β : B '−→ C/A be the obvious isomorphisms. Then one has
det(α)⊗ det(β)−1 = v−1B ◦ uA .
In other words, via the isomorphisms uA, vB the tensor product det(α) ⊗
det(β)−1 induces iddet(C).
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2.2. Relative orientations of central projections. Our next goal is to describe
explicitly the set of relative orientations of a map [f ]X associated with a morphism
f ∈ Hom(V,W )X . We will obtain an important (and surprising) result: rela-
tive orientability of a map [f ]X depends only on the embedding X ⊂ P(V ), and
the set of of relative orientations of [f ]X can be canonically identified with a set
which is intrinsically associated with this embedding, and is independent of the
choice of f ∈ Hom(V,W ). First we give a simple description of the line bundle
[f ]∗(det(TP(W ))) on P(V ) \ P(ker(f)):
Let again λV (respectively λW ) be the tautological line bundle on P(V ) (respec-
tively P(W )). The family of isomorphisms
(rf,l : l→ f(l))l∈P(V )\P(ker(f)
defines a line bundle isomorphism
rf : λV P(V )\P(ker(f))
'−→ [f ]∗(λW ) .
Using the canonical isomorphism
det(TP(W )) = [λ
∨
W ]
⊗n ⊗ det(W ) ,
we obtain a canonical isomorphism
(14) [f ]∗(det(TP(W )))
(r∨f )
⊗n⊗id−−−−−−−→ [λ∨V P(V )\P(ker(f))]⊗n ⊗ det(W ) .
We can prove now
Lemma 2.6. Let f ∈ Hom(V,W )X and let [f ]X : X → P(W ) be the projection
induced by f . Then:
(1) There is a canonical isomorphism
[f ]∗X(det(TP(W ))) = [λ
∨
V,X ]
⊗n ⊗ det(W ) .
(2) The isomorphism class of the line bundle [f ]∗X(det(TP(W ))) on X is inde-
pendent of f ∈ Hom(V,W )X .
(3) The restriction [f ]X : X → P(W ) is relatively orientable if and only if
w1(X) = n
{
w1(λV ) X
}
.
(4) The data of an isomorphism
ν : [f ]∗X(det(TP(W )))→ det(TX)
is equivalent to the data of a line bundle isomorphism
µ : X × det(W ) '−→ det(YX),
hence to the data of a global trivialization of det(YX) with fibre det(W ).
Proof. The first statement follows by restricting the isomorphism (14) to X. The
statements (2) and (3) are direct consequences of (1) whereas (4) follows from (1)
and the canonical isomorphism
det(TX) = [λ
∨
V,X ]
⊗n ⊗ det(YX)
induced by (5).
This proves the following important
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Proposition 2.7. Relative orientability of a map [f ]X : X → P(W ) defined by
f ∈ Hom(V,W )X depends only on the embedding X ⊂ P(V ), and is independent
of f . The set of relative orientations of such a map [f ]X : X → P(W ) can be
canonically identified with the set of connected components of the space of line
bundle isomorphisms
µ : X × det(W ) '−→ det(YX),
hence this set is independent of f .
Definition 2.8. A bundle isomorphism µ : X × det(W ) '−→ det(YX) will be called
orientation parameter for projections X → P(W ). Given f ∈ Hom(V,W )X we
denote by
ν(f, µ) := [(r∨f )
⊗n ⊗ µ]
the relative orientation of [f ]X associated with the orientation parameter µ.
Therefore for every orientation parameter µ : X×det(W ) '−→ det(YX) we obtain
a well defined map
degXµ : Hom(V,W )X = Hom(V,W ) \WX → Z ,
which obviously descends to a map (denoted by the same symbol):
degXµ : pi0(Hom(V,W ) \WX)→ Z
Inspired by the terminology used in gauge theory we introduce the following
Definition 2.9. The connected components of Hom(V,W )\WX will be called cham-
bers.
In the next section we will focus on the following problem: how can one compare
the values of the degree map on different chambers. The first step will be a wall-
crossing formula which computes the jump of the degree map when one crosses
the wall transversally at a regular point. The main ingredient in proving this wall-
crossing formula is the following remark which states that, for a given point ξ0 ∈ X,
the set of isomorphisms det(Yξ0)→ det(W ) has two (radically different) geometric
interpretations:
Remark 2.10. Fix ξ0 ∈ X. The orientation parameter µ defines an isomorphism
µ−1ξ0 : det(Yξ0) → det(W ), which (by Proposition 2.4) also defines a generator of
the normal line NW0X ,f for every f ∈ W0X for which ξf = ξ0.
This important remark will play a crucial role in the following section.
Fix now an orientation parameter µ, and suppose that [f ]X is well-defined and
a local isomorphism at ξ0 ∈ X. By Remark 2.2 this means that ker(f)∩Yξ0 = {0}.
We need an explicit formula for the local degree degν(f,µ),ξ0([f ]X). Using the exact
sequences
0→ ξ0 → Yξ0 → Yξ0/ξ0 → 0 , 0→ f(ξ0)→W →W/f(ξ0)→ 0 ,
we get canonical isomorphisms
det(Yξ0) = ξ0 ⊗ det(Yξ0/ξ0) ,
(15) det(W ) = f(ξ0)⊗ det(W/f0(ξ0)) .
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By Remark 2.1 the differential
[f ]∗,ξ0 : Tξ0(X) = Hom(ξ0, Yξ0/ξ0)→ Hom(f(ξ0),W/f(ξ0)) = Tf(ξ0)P(W )
is given by
[f ]∗,ξ0(ϕ) = pf,ξ0 ◦ ϕ ◦ r−1f,ξ0 ,
where rf,ξ0 : ξ0 → f(ξ0), pf,ξ0 : Yξ0/ξ0 → W/f(ξ0) are the obvious isomorphisms
induced by f . Therefore
Lemma 2.11. Let µ be an orientation parameter, and suppose that [f ]X is well-
defined and a local isomorphism at ξ0 ∈ X. Via the isomorphisms (2.2) the local
degree degν(f,µ),ξ0([f ]X) is given by
(16) degν(f,µ),ξ0([f ]X) = sign(µξ0 ◦ (rf,ξ0 ⊗ det(pf,ξ0))) .
We will also need the following simple remark concerning the functoriality of the
degree map with respect to isomorphisms Φ : W →W ′.
Remark 2.12. Let µ : X × det(W ) → det(YX) be an orientation parameter,
f ∈ Hom(V,W )X and Φ : W →W ′ a vector space isomorphism. Then
degXν(f,µ◦det(Φ)−1)([Φ ◦ f ]X) = degXν(f,µ)([f ]X) .
In particular, if W = W ′ one has:
degXν(f,µ)([Φ ◦ f ]X) = sign(det(Φ))degXν(f,µ)([f ]X) .
We end this section with an example.
Example: (Veronese maps) Let W be a real vector space of dimension n ≥ 2, and
let g : P(W ) → P(W ) be a regular real algebraic map. Such a map factorizes as
g = [f ] ◦ vd, where
vd : P(W )→ P(SdW )
is the Veronese map of degree d, and f ∈ Hom(Sd(W ),W ) with P(ker(f))∩im(vd) =
∅. The positive integer d is determined by g and will be called the algebraic degree of
g. Applying Lemma 2.6 to the image X := vd(P(W )) and noting that v∗d(λSd(W )) =
λ⊗dW , one obtains:
det(TP(W ))
∨ ⊗ g∗(det(TP(W ))) = λ⊗[n(1−d)]W
This proves the following simple, but interesting, result:
Proposition 2.13. A regular real algebraic map g : P(W ) → P(W ) of algebraic
degree d is relatively orientable if and only if dim(W )(1 − d) is even, and in this
case it is canonically relatively oriented.
In the case when dim(W )(1−d) is even, it is an interesting problem to determine
the possible degrees of such regular real algebraic maps with respect to this canon-
ical relative orientation. The case dim(W ) = 2 is known by the work of Brockett
(see [Se] p. 41 or [By] Theorem 2.1) and will be described in detail at the end of
section 2.3.
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2.3. Wall crossing jump. Suppose now that the condition in the third statement
of Lemma 2.6 is satisfied, and fix an isomorphism
µ : X × det(W )→ det(YX).
We are interested in the map degXµ : pi0(Hom(V,W )X)→ Z defined by
degXµ (fˆ) := degν(f,µ)([f ]X) .
Note that [f ] can be written as the composition
X ↪→ P(V ) \ P(ker(f))→ P(im(f)) ↪→ P(W ) ,
where the central map is the projection of P(W ) onto P(im(f)) with center P(ker(f)).
In other words, we are interested in the variation of the degree of central projections
P(V ) ⊃ X → P(W ) when the projection varies. The first step is to determine the
variation of degν(f,µ)([f ]X) as f varies on a curve which crosses the wall transver-
sally at a regular point.
Theorem 2.14. (Wall-crossing formula) Let f0 ∈ W0X be a regular point on the
wall, put ξ0 := ξf0 , N0 := NW0X ,f0 , and let
f = (fτ )τ∈N0 : N0 → Hom(V,W )
be a smooth map such that the differential f∗,0 is a right splitting of the exact
sequence
0→ TW0X ,f0 → THom(V,W ),f0 = Hom(V,W )→ N0 → 0 .
Then for every sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0} we have:
(1) fτ ∈ Hom(V,W )X and [fτ ]X is a local diffeomorphism at ξ0,
(2) degν(fτ ,µ),ξ0([fτ ]X) = sign(µξ0 ◦ (ψf0(τ))),
(3) degν(fτ ,µ)([fτ ]X)− degν(f−τ ,µ)([f−τ ]X) = 2sign(µξ0 ◦ (ψf0(τ))).
Proof. (1) The fact that fτ ∈ Hom(V,W )X for sufficiently small τ ∈ N0\{0} follows
directly from Proposition 2.4 taking into account that the complement WX =
Hom(V,W ) \Hom(V,W )X is a smooth hypersurface at f0 and the curve (fτ )τ∈N0
is transversal to this hypersurface at f0. In order to prove that [fτ ]X is a local
diffeomorphism at ξ0 we use Remark 2.2. We have to show that ker(fτ )∩Yξ0 = {0}.
Note that, in general, for two finite dimensional real vector spaces A, B of the
same dimension, the closed subset
W(A,B) := {s ∈ Hom(A,B)| ker(s) 6= {0}}
of Hom(A,B) is a smooth hypersurface at any point s0 with dim(ker(s0)) = 1, and
the tangent space at such a point is
Ts0W(A,B) = {σ ∈ Hom(A,B)| σ(ker(s0)) ⊂ s0(A)} .
Therefore a tangent vector σ ∈ Ts0(Hom(A,B)) is transversal to W(A,B) at s0 if
and only if the linear map ker(s0) → B/s0(A)) induced by σ ker(s0) is an isomor-
phism.
Using this remark we see that the map f˜ = (f˜τ )τ : N0 → Hom(Yξ0 ,W ) given
by f˜τ = fτ Yξ0 is transversal to W(Yξ0 ,W ) at f0. Indeed, using the notations
introduced in the proof of Proposition 2.4 the map
ker f˜0 = ξ0 −→W/f0(Yξ0)
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induced by f˜∗,0(τ) is precisely Af0(f∗,0(τ)) by the definition of Af0 . On the other
hand, since f∗,0 is a right inverse of the canonical projection Hom(V,W )→ N0, we
see that Af0(f∗,0(τ)) = af0(τ), which is nonzero for τ ∈ N0 \ {0} because af0 is an
isomorphism by Proposition 2.4.
(2) We suppose first that f is an affine map, so it has the form
(17) fτ = f0 + φ(τ) ,
where φ : N0 → Hom(V,W ) is a linear map (which coincides with the differential
f∗,0). As we have seen in the proof of (1) our assumption about the differential f∗,0
implies that φ(τ) is a lift of τ , so that af0(τ) = Af0(φ(τ)). Therefore for τ 6= 0 the
morphism
af0(τ) = Af0(φ(τ)) = φ¯(τ) ξ0 : ξ0 →W/f0(Yξ0)
induced by φ(τ) is an isomorphism. For every τ ∈ N0 \ {0} we obtain a direct sum
decomposition
(18) W = φ(τ)(ξ0)⊕ f0(Yξ0) ,
which is independent of τ , since N0 is 1-dimensional. Now fix τ ∈ N0 \ {0}. We
have an obvious commutative diagram with exact rows
(19)
0 - ξ0 - Yξ0 -
Yξ0
/
ξ0
- 0
? ? ?
rφ(τ),ξ0 fτ Yξ0 p0 + φ(τ)0
0 - ξ0 - W - W
/
φ(τ)(ξ0)
- 0 ,
where
p0 : Yξ0/ξ0 →W
/
φ(τ)(ξ0)
, φ(τ)0 : Yξ0/ξ0 →W
/
φ(τ)(ξ0)
are the linear maps induced by f0, and φ(τ) respectively. Note that p0 is an
isomorphism, because it can be written as a composition of isomorphisms:
Yξ0/ξ0 → f0(Yξ0)→W/φ(τ)(ξ0) .
The diagram (19) shows that
(a) rfτ ,ξ0 = rφ(τ),ξ0 for every sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0},
(b) pfτ ,ξ0 = p0 + φ(τ)0 for every sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0}.
Using formula (16) of Lemma 2.11 and taking into account (a), (b) we see that,
via the canonical isomorphisms
det(Yξ0) = ξ0 ⊗ det(Yξ0/ξ0) ,
det(W ) = φ(τ)(ξ0)⊗ det(W/φ(τ)(ξ0)) ,
we have for every sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0}
degν(fτ ,µ),ξ0([fτ ]X) = sign(µξ0 ◦ (rφ(τ),ξ0 ⊗ det(p0 + φ(τ)0)))
(20) = sign(µξ0 ◦ (rφ(τ),ξ0 ⊗ det(p0))) .
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For the last equality we used limt→0(p0 + tφ(τ)0) = p0 and the continuity of the
determinant. Now we use the canonical isomorphism
v : W
/
f0(Yξ0)
⊗ det(f0(Yξ0))→ det(W )
and we apply Remark 2.5 to the subspaces A := φ(τ)(ξ0) (for τ 6= 0), B := f0(Yξ0)
of W . Therefore let
α : φ(τ)(ξ0)→W
/
f0(Yξ0)
, β : f0(Yξ0)→W
/
φ(τ)(ξ0)
be the isomorphisms associated with the direct sum decomposition (18). Using the
second statement of Remark 2.5 we see that the equality (2.3) remains true if we
replace rϕ0,ξ0 by
α ◦ rφ(τ),ξ0 : ξ0 →W
/
f0(Yξ0)
,
and p0 by
β−1 ◦ p0 : Yξ0/ξ0 → f0(Yξ0) .
But
α ◦ rφ(τ),ξ0 = φ¯(τ) ξ0 : ξ0 → Yξ0/ξ0 , β−1 ◦ p0 = f¯0 : Yξ0/ξ0 → f0(Yξ0) .
Therefore
(21) degν(fτ ,µ),ξ0([fτ ]X) = sign(µξ0 ◦ (φ¯(τ) ξ0 ⊗ det(f¯0))) ∀τ ∈ N0 \ {0} .
Now recall that φ¯(τ) ξ0 = af0(τ) and that
af0(τ)⊗ det(f¯0) = uf0(af0(τ)) = ψf0(τ)
by the definitions of uf0 and ψf0 . This proves the claim in the case of an affine map f.
In order to prove the statement for a general map f note that the space Ff0 of
maps f : N0 → Hom(V,W ) satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem is a closed
affine subspace of the Fre´chet space C∞(N0,Hom(V,W )). Fix a norm on the line
N0. For a bounded (with respect to the C∞-topology) subset K ⊂ Ff0 we can find
ε > 0 such that [fτ ]X is defined and is a local diffeomorphism at ξ0 for every f ∈ K
and every τ ∈ N0 \ {0} with ‖τ‖ < ε. This shows that the map
f 7→ degν(fτ ,µ),ξ0([fτ ]X) for small τ ∈ N0 \ {0}
is locally constant on Ff0 . But this space is connected and contains affine maps.
(3) Note first that it is sufficient to prove the claimed formula for a special map
f : N0 → Hom(V,W ) satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. This is the case
since, for two such maps f, g, the points f(τ), g(τ) belong to the same chamber (see
Definition 2.9) for any sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0}.
We will construct a special map f : N0 → Hom(V,W ) which satisfies the hypoth-
esis of the theorem, is affine, and has the following remarkable property:
P. There exists ζ0 ∈ P(W ) such that the subspace L0 := f−1τ (ζ0) is independent
of τ ∈ N0 and P(L0) is transversal to X at any intersection point.
The existence of such a map solves our problem. Indeed, since X is compact and
P(L0) is transversal to X at any intersection point, the intersection F := P(L0)∩X
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is finite. By (1) we know that, for every sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0}, the map
[fτ ]X is defined on all of X. On the other hand our transversality condition implies
that ζ0 is a regular value of these maps.
Taking τ = 0 in the first condition of P we see that ξ0 ∈ F . Applying Proposition
1.4 to [fτ ]X for sufficiently small τ ∈ N0 \ {0}, we obtain
degν(fτ ,µ)([fτ ]X) = degν(fτ ,µ),ξ0([fτ ]X) +
∑
ξ∈F\{ξ0}
degν(fτ ,µ),ξ([fτ ]X) .
Since the second term is obviously independent of τ 6= 0 we get
degν(fτ ,µ)([fτ ]X)−degν(f−τ ,µ)([f−τ ]X) = degν(fτ ,µ),ξ0([fτ ]X)−degν(f−τ ,µ),ξ0([f−τ ]X) ,
so the result follows from (2).
We conclude the proof of the theorem with the construction of an affine map
f = (fτ )τ∈N0 which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and has the property P.
Put K0 := ker(f0). Since f0 is an epimorphism, we have dim(K0) = N − n and
the space LK0 of (N −n+ 1)-dimensional linear subspaces L ⊂ V with K0 ⊂ L can
be identified with P(W ) via f0. The subset
L0 := {L ∈ LK0 | L ∩ Yξ0 = ξ0}
is non-empty and Zariski open, hence open and dense in LK0 . Let L0 ∈ L0 an
element which corresponds to a regular value ζ0 of the projection
[f0]X : X \ {ξ0} → P(W ) .
The existence of such a point follows from Sard’s theorem.
Note that P(L0) is transversal to X at any intersection point ξ ∈ P(L0) ∩ X.
Indeed, the condition L0 ∩ Yξ0 = ξ0 implies that P(L0) is transversal to X at ξ0,
whereas the condition that ζ0 = f0(L0) is a regular value of [f0]X : X\{ξ0} → P(W )
implies that P(L0) is transversal to X at any point ξ ∈ P(L0) ∩X \ {ξ0}.
Therefore the obtained (N −n+ 1)-dimensional subspace L0 has the properties:
(a) K0 ⊂ L0,
(b) L0 ∩ Yξ0 = ξ0,
(c) P(L0) is transversal to X at any intersection point.
Now we choose a complement for each of the three inclusions in the chain
ξ0 ⊂ K0 ⊂ L0 ⊂ V .
Let U0 be an arbitrary complement of ξ0 in K0, l0 an arbitrary complement of
K0 in L0, and M0 a complement of L0 in V which is contained in Yξ0 . The latter
complement exists, because by (b) any complement of ξ0 in Yξ0 is also a complement
of L0 in V .
We have dim(U0) = N −n− 1, dim(l0) = 1, dim(M0) = n− 1. The sum l0 +M0
is a complement of K0 in V , hence f0 induces an isomorphism l0 +M0 → W . We
obtain an induced internal direct sum decomposition of W = ζ0 ⊕W0 with
ζ0 := f0(l0) = f0(L0) , W0 := f0(M0) = f0(Yξ0) .
With respect to the internal direct sum decompositions
V = ξ0 ⊕ U0 ⊕ l0 ⊕M0 , W = ζ0 ⊕W0
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the map f0 is given by a matrix of the form(
0 0 g0 0
0 0 0 h0
)
,
where g0 : l0 → ζ0, h0 : M0 →W0 are the isomorphisms induced by f0. We denote
by rτ : ξ0 → ζ0 the morphism defined as the image of τ under the composition
N0
af0'−−−−→ Hom(ξ0,W/f0(Yξ0)) = Hom(ξ0,W/W0) '−→ Hom(ξ0, ζ0) ,
and we define
fτ :=
(
rτ 0 g0 0
0 0 0 h0
)
.
The map f = (fτ )τ : N0 → Hom(V,W ) is affine and satisfies the hypothesis of
the theorem (because Af0 ◦ f∗,0 coincides with af0 by definition of rτ ). Moreover,
since h0 is an isomorphism, for every τ ∈ N0 the subspace f−1τ (ζ0) coincides with
L0. Taking into account (b) we see that f satisfies property P, which concludes the
proof.
3x + 3 = µ
P(ker f0)
P(K  )
P(K   )
P(L)
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1
P(ker f0)
P(K  )
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P(K  )
P(K   )
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X
 0
1
P(ker f0)
P(K  )
P(K   )
P(L)
X
 0
1
P(ker f0)
P(K  )
P(K   )
P(L)
X
 0
1
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P(K  )
P(K   )
P(L)
X
 0
1
ker(f⌧))
P(ker(f ⌧))
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Corollary 2.15. Let f0 ∈ W0X be a regular point on the wall and let
γ = (gt)t : (−ε, ε)→ Hom(V,W )
be a smooth path such that γ(0) = f0 and the image [γ˙(0)] of the velocity vector in
NW0X ,f0 is non-zero. Then for every sufficiently small t ∈ (−ε, ε) \ {0} we have:
(1) gt ∈ Hom(V,W )X and [gt]X is a local diffeomorphism at ξf0 ,
(2) degν(gt,µ),ξ0([gt]X) = sign(t)sign(µξ0 ◦ (ψf0([γ˙(0)]))),
(3) degν(gt,µ)([gt]X)− degν(g−t,µ)([g−t]X) = 2sign(t)sign(µξ0 ◦ (ψf0([γ˙(0)]))).
Proof. We may suppose that γ is given by gt = ftτ0 , where τ0 ∈ NW0X ,f0 \ {0} and
f : NW0X ,f0 → Hom(V,W ) is a map satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2.14.
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This implies the following general difference formula for paths which cross the
wall transversally in regular points:
Theorem 2.16. (difference formula) Let γ = (gt)t : [0, 1] → Hom(V,W ) be a
smooth path such that
(1) g0, g1 ∈ Hom(V,W )X ,
(2) im(γ) intersects the wall WX only in regular points,
(3) γ is transversal to W0X .
Let γ−1(WX) = {t1, . . . , tk}. Then one has
degν(g1,µ)([g1]X)− degν(g0,µ)([g0]X) = 2
k∑
i=1
sign(µξgti
◦ (ψgti ([γ˙(ti)]))) ,
where [γ˙(ti)] denotes the projection of the velocity vector γ˙(ti) to the normal line
NW0X ,gti
Proof. Suppose t1 < · · · < tk. The map t 7→ degν(gt,µ)([gt]X) is well defined and
constant on each of the intervals
[0, t1) , (t1, t2) , . . . , (tk−1, tk) , (tk, 1] .
The jumps are given by Corollary 2.15.
We will now prove that any two points f0, f1 ∈ Hom(V,W )X can be connected
by a path intersecting the wall transversally in finitely many regular points. This
result, which has important consequences, is based on the following
Theorem 2.17. The irregular locus BX =WX \W0X is closed and the complement
Hom(V,W ) \ BX is connected.
Proof. We shall identify BX with the union of the images of two smooth proper
maps
qˆX : JˆX → Hom(V,W ) , rX : DX → Hom(V,W )
of index -2, n−N −1 respectively. Then the result follows from Lemma 5.7 in [Te].
Denote by ∆ the diagonal of the product X ×X and consider the real blow up
X̂ ×X∆ of X × X along ∆ (see [Wh] section 3, and [Po] section 4 for a similar
construction). Set theoretically one has
X̂ ×X∆ =
{
(X ×X) \∆} ∪ P(N∆) = {(X ×X) \∆} ∪ P(TX) ={
(X ×X) \∆} ∪ P(YX/(λV X)) .
Therefore a point ζ ∈ P(N∆) above a diagonal point (ξ, ξ) ∈ ∆ defines a plane
piζ ⊂ Yξ containing ξ. We have a natural smooth map
ψ : X̂ ×X∆ → G2(V )
defined in the following way:
ψ(ζ) :=
{
ξ + η when ζ = (ξ, η) ∈ (X ×X) \∆ ,
piζ when ζ ∈ P(N∆) .
We define
JˆX := {(f,K, ζ) ∈ Hom(V,W )×GN−n(V )× X̂ ×X∆| ψ(ζ) ⊂ K ⊂ ker(f)} .
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This space has a natural structure of a vector bundle of rank n2 over the incidence
variety
IˆX = {(ζ,K) ∈ X̂ ×X∆ ×GN−n(V )| ψ(ζ) ⊂ K} .
The variety IˆX is a locally trivial fibre bundle over X̂ ×X∆ with n(N − n −
2)-dimensional fibre, hence smooth of dimension nN − n2 − 2. This shows that
dim(JˆX) = nN − 2, so the rank of the projection qˆX : JˆX → Hom(V,W ) is -2.
Put now
DX := {(f, L, ξ) ∈ Hom(V,W )×GN−n+1(V )×X| ξ ⊂ L ⊂ ker(f)} .
DX has a natural structure of a (N + 1)(n− 1)-dimensional manifold, because it is
a rank (n − 1)n vector bundle over an n − 1 + (n − 1)(N − n) dimensional basis.
Let rX : DX → Hom(V,W ) be the projection on the first factor. This is a smooth
proper map of index n − N − 1 ≤ −2. On the other hand, taking into account
Definition 2.3 we see that
BX = qˆX(JˆX) ∪ rX(DX) ,
hence
Hom(V,W ) \ BX = (Hom(V,W ) \ qˆX(JˆX)) \ rX(DX \ r−1X (qˆX(JˆX)) .
Applying now Lemma 5.7 in [Te] to the proper morphisms
qˆX , rX DX\r−1X (qˆX(JˆX)) : DX \ r
−1
X (qˆX(JˆX))→ (Hom(V,W ) \ qˆX(JˆX))
we see that the natural maps
pi0(Hom(V,W ) \ qˆX(JˆX), f0)→ pi0(Hom(V,W ), f0) ,
pi0(Hom(V,W ) \ BX , f0)→ pi0(Hom(V,W ) \ qˆX(JˆX), f0)
are bijections, so that Hom(V,W ) \ BX is connected, as claimed.
Corollary 2.18. Any pair (f0, f1) ∈ Hom(V,W )X×Hom(V,W )X can be connected
by a smooth path γ : [0, 1] → Hom(V,W ) which intersects the wall WX in finitely
many regular points, all intersection points being transversal.
Proof. Since Hom(V,W ) \ BX is connected, the pair (f0, f1) can be connected by
a smooth path α : [0, 1] → Hom(V,W ) which intersects the wall only in regular
points. Using a well-known transversality principle (see [DoK] p. 143) we find
small perturbations of α which coincide with α on a neighbourhood of {0, 1} and
are transversal to the map W0X ↪→ Hom(V,W ).
Therefore Corollary 2.18 states that the difference
degν(f1,µ)([f1]X)− degν(f0,µ)([f0]X)
can always be computed using such a path from f0 to f1 and the difference formula
given by Corollary 2.16. Combining with Remark 2.12 one obtains the following
important general property of the degree map degXµ : pi0(Hom(V,W ) \WX)→ Z:
Corollary 2.19. Let µ : X × det(W ) → det(YX) be an orientation parameter.
Then:
(1) All values of the degree map degXµ : pi0(Hom(V,W ) \WX)→ Z are congru-
ent modulo 2.
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(2) If a ∈ im(degXµ ), then any integer c with −|a| ≤ c ≤ |a| which has the same
parity as a also belongs to im(degXµ ).
Proof. The first statement follows directly from the difference formula. For the
second statement use Corollary 2.18 and take into account that
• the jump when crossing the wall transversally at a regular point is ±2,
• the image of degXµ is invariant under the involution −idZ, by Remark 2.12.
Note that the congruence (1) does not follow from Proposition 1.5 since X is not
supposed to be algebraic.
2.4. Examples.
2.4.1. Projecting a hyperquadric. Let X be the hyperquadric of PnR (n ≥ 2) defined
by the equation x20 −
∑n
i=1 x
2
i = 0. Dehomogenizing with respect to x0 one gets
an obvious identification X = Sn−1. The relative orientability condition is always
satisfied (it is obvious for n ≥ 3 by Remark 1.3).
Consider the two projections
[f0] : Pn \ {[1, 0, . . . , 0]} → Pn−1 , [f1] : Pn \ {[0, 0, . . . , 1]} → Pn−1
given by
[f0]([x]) := [x1, . . . , xn] , [f1]([x]) := [x0, . . . , xn−1] .
Via the obvious identification X = Sn−1, the first map is just the canonical
projection Sn−1 → Pn−1. The degrees of the restrictions [f0]X : X → Pn−1,
[f1]X : X → Pn−1 with respect to a suitable choice of the trivialization µ are
degν(p0,µ)([f0]X) = 2 , degν(p1,µ)([f1]X) = 0 .
X
z0
z1
The picture above shows an interesting phenomenon: the projection [f1]X , which
has degree 0, has some fibres consisting of two points, which however come with
opposite signs. For instance, the intersection of X with the line connecting z0 and
z1 consists of two points, which come with the same sign when considered as ele-
ments in the fibre of [f0]X , but with opposite signs when considered as elements in
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the fibre of [f1]X .
2.4.2. Degree of rational functions. Let RF∗n be the space of pairs of monic polyno-
mials (p, q) with real coefficients of degree n with no common factor. Writing
p(t) = tn +
n−1∑
i=0
ait
i , q(t) = tn +
n−1∑
i=0
bit
i
we see that RF∗n can be identified with the Zariski open subset of R2n defined by
the condition Res(p, q) 6= 0.
A pair (p, q) ∈ RF∗n defines a rational function
fpq(t) =
p(t)
q(t)
,
hence RF∗n can be identified with the space of rational functions of degree n sending
∞ to 1. Such a rational function fpq has an extension Fpq : P1R → P1R. Taking
the homogenizations P ∈ R[t0, t1]n, Q ∈ R[t0, t1]n we see that Fpq is given in
homogeneous coordinates by
Fpq(t0, t1) := [P (t0, t1), Q(t0, t1)] .
The set of possible degrees deg(Fpq) when (p, q) varies in the space RF∗n is known.
The result is given by Brockett’s Theorem (see Segal [Se] p. 41 for an independent
proof, or [By] Theorem 2.1).
Theorem 2.20. The space RF∗n has n+ 1 connected components RF∗uv, where
u+ v = n , u ≥ 0 , v ≥ 0
and a pair (p, q) ∈ RF∗n belongs to RF∗uv if and only if deg(Fpq) = u− v.
Therefore the set of possible degrees is −n,−n + 2, . . . , n − 2, n. Note that the
degree of the map FCpq : P1C → P1C defined by a pair (p, q) ∈ RF∗n is always n. We
see that in this case all values of the real degree allowed by the general estimates
and congruences in Proposition 1.5 can occur.
The pair of polynomials corresponding to the rational function
guv(t) = 1 +
v∑
i=1
−1
t+ i
+
u∑
j=1
1
t− j .
is an element of RF∗uv.
Note that the map Fpq associated with a pair (p, q) ∈ RF∗n can be identified with
the composition [pipq] ◦ vn, where vn : P1R → PnR is the Veronese map of degree n,
and pipq : Rn+1 → R2 is the projection defined by (P,Q). Therefore the theorem of
Brockett identifies n+ 1 chambers in the complement
Hom(Rn+1,R2)vn(P1) = Hom(R
n+1,R2) \Wvn(P1) .
3. Examples
3.1. Conjugation manifolds. Let (X, τ) a topological space endowed with an
involution such that Hodd(X,Z2) = 0. We recall from [HHP] that a cohomology
frame for (X, τ) is a pair (κ, σ), where
(1) κ : H2∗(X,Z2)→ H∗(Xτ ,Z2) is a group isomorphism.
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(2) σ : H2∗(X,Z2) → H2∗Z2 (X,Z2) is a group morphism which is a section of
the restriction map ρ : H2∗Z2 (X,Z2)→ H2∗(X,Z2),
such that the following conjugation equation holds:
r ◦ σ(a) = κ(a)um + q(a) ∀a ∈ H2m(X,Z2) .
Here r denotes the restriction map H∗Z2(X,Z2) → H∗Z2(Xτ ,Z2) = H∗(X,Z2)[u],
and q(a) is an element in H∗(X,Z2)[u] whose degree with respect to u is smaller
than m.
If a cohomology frame for (X, τ) exists, then it is unique, natural with respect
to equivariant maps, and κ, σ are automatically ring isomorphisms (not only group
isomorphisms).
A Z2-space (X, τ) which admits a cohomology frame is called conjugation space.
Examples of conjugation spaces are: all complex Grassmann manifolds (with the
standard Real structure), all toric manifolds (with their standard Real structure).
Let now (X, τ) be a paracompact conjugation space with cohomology frame
(κ, σ), and let (E, τ˜) a Real complex vector bundle on X. Denote by c¯(E) the
image of the total Chern class c(E) in H∗(X,Z2). Then κ(c¯(E)) = w(E τ˜ ) (see
[HHP] p. 950).
Proposition 3.1. Let (X, τ), (Y, ι) be Real complex manifolds which are conju-
gation spaces with respect to their Real structures, and let f : X → Y be a Real
holomorphic map. Then f is relatively orientable if and only if f∗(c1(Y )) ≡ c1(X)
mod 2.
Proof. One has
f(R)∗w1(TY (R)) = f(R)∗(κY (c¯1(TY )))
= κX(f
∗(c¯1(TY ))) = κX(c1(TX)) = w1(TX(R)),
where (κX , σX), (κY , σY ) are the cohomology frames of (X, τ) and (Y, ι) respec-
tively, TX , TY the two tangent bundles regarded as complex vector bundles, X(R),
Y (R) the fixed point loci, and f(R) the map X(R)→ Y (R) induced by f . It suffices
to apply Remark 1.2.
3.2. Plu¨cker embeddings of real Grassmann manifolds. Let V0 be a real
vector space of dimension p+ q, Gq(V0) the Grassmann manifold of q-planes in V0.
Take V = ∧qV0 and let X be the image of the Plu¨cker embedding Pl : Gq(V0) →
P(V ). Denoting by U the tautological rank q bundle on Gq(V0) we have a natural
identification TGq(V0) = Hom(U, V 0/U), which shows that
w1(Gq(V0)) = (pq + 1)w1(U) .
On the other hand it is well-known that Pl∗(λV ) = det(U). In our case we have
n = m+1 = pq+1. Since on any Grassmann manifold one has w1(U) 6= 0, we have
Corollary 3.2. A map [f ]X : Pl(Gq(V0)) → P(W ) associated with a linear map
f ∈ Hom(∧q(V0),W ) satisfying ker(f) ∩ Pl(Gq(V0)) = ∅ is relatively orientable if
and only if pq + 1 ≡ p+ q (mod 2), i.e., iff p and q are not both even.
Consider now the special case when V0 = S
p+q−1W∨0 , where W0 = R2, and take
W := SpqW∨0 . This special case is important because we have a standard linear
epimorphism
ϕWronski : ∧q(Sp+q−1W∨0 )→ SpqW∨0 , ϕWronski(F1 ∧ · · · ∧ Fq) := W (F1, . . . , Fq) ,
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where
W : [Sp+q−1(W∨0 )]
q → SpqW∨0
denotes the homogeneous Wronskian. Alternatively, ϕWronski can be defined as the
composition of the standard isomorphism
∧q(Sp+q−1W∨0 ) '−→ Sq(SpW∨0 )
with the natural projection Sq(SpW∨0 )→ SpqW∨0 (see [AC]).
Up to a constant factor the map ϕWronski can also be obtained using the inhomo-
geneous Wronskian
w : (R[s]≤p+q−1)q → R[s]≤pq ,
via the obvious identifications R[s]≤k ' Sk(W∨0 ) (see [AC] section 2.8). With this
remark the results of [EG1] (where the inhomogeneous Wronskian is used) apply.
First, it is well known that P(ker(ϕWronski)) ∩ Gq(Sp+q−1W∨0 ) = ∅, so we have a
well-defined projection
[ϕWronski] : Gq(S
p+q−1W∨0 )→ P(SpqW∨0 )
for which the degree is known (see [EG1]).
When p and q are not both even, then [ϕWronski] is relatively orientable and:
|deg|[ϕWronski] =
{
0 if p, q are both odd
I(p, q) if p+ q is odd .
Here I(·, ·) is symmetric, and for 2 ≤ p ≤ q the integer I(p, q) is given by:
I(p, q) =
1!2! · · · (p− 1)!(q − 1)!(q − 2)! · · · (q − (p− 1))!(pq2 )!
(q − p+ 2)!(q − p+ 4)! · · · (q + p− 2)!( q−p+1)2 )!( q−p+3)2 )! · · · ( q+p−1)2 )! .
Remark 3.3. Using the first formula in Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 15 in [OT2] one
obtains a canonical isomorphism
det(T∨Pl(Gq(Sp+q−1W∨0 )))⊗ [f ]
∗(det(TP(SpqW∨0 )) =
[det(W0)
∨]⊗
q(q−1)(p2−2p−q)
2 ⊗ [det(U)∨]⊗(p−1)(q−1) ,
for any f ∈ Hom(∧q(Sp+q−1W∨0 ), SpqW∨0 ) with P(ker(f)) ∩ Pl(Gq(Sp+q−1W∨0 )) =
∅. This shows that [f ]Pl(Gq(Sp+q−1W∨0 )) is canonically relatively oriented if and only
if either p, q ∈ 2N+ 1, or p ∈ 2N+ 1 and q ∈ 4N, or p ∈ 2N and q ∈ 4N+ 1.
Therefore, if the pair (p, q) satisfies one of these three conditions then, for any
regular value [P ] ∈ P(SpqW∨0 ) of the Wronski map [ϕWronski], one can associate an
intrinsic sign to any element in the fibre [ϕWronski]
−1([P ]) (without having to orient
the plane W0). It would be interesting to have a geometric interpretation of these
intrinsic signs.
3.3. Universal pole placement map. Let W0 be a real plane, V 0 the trivial
bundle P(W0)×V0 on the projective line P(W0) with fibre a p+q dimensional vector
space V0. For ν ∈ N denote by Quotp,νP(W0)(V 0) the quot space of equivalence classes
of quotients s : V 0 → Q of V 0 with rk(ker(s)) = p and det(ker(s)) ' OP(W0)(−ν).
Every such quotient s defines an element QPl(s) ∈ P(∧pV0⊗SνW∨0 ) by the formula
QPl(s) := [∧pks] .
Here ks ∈ Hom(ker(s), V 0) denotes the embedding of ker(s) in V 0, and
∧pks ∈ H0(Hom(∧p ker(s),∧pV 0)) = H0(∧pV 0 ⊗ (∧p ker(s))∨)
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is the p-th exterior power of ks. Since det(ker(s))
∨ ' OP(W0)(ν), the section ∧pks
of ∧pV 0⊗ (∧p ker(s))∨ defines an element of H0(∧pV 0(ν)) = ∧pV0⊗SνW∨0 , which
is well defined up to multiplication with a non-vanishing scalar. Recall that we
have a perfect paring ∧qV0 × ∧pV0 → detV0, which induces an isomorphism
∧pV0 → (∧qV0)∨ ⊗ det(V0) = Hom(∧qV0,det(V0)) .
Therefore the element QPl(s) = [∧pks] can be regarded as an element of
P(Hom(∧qV0, SνW∨0 ⊗ det(V0))) = P(Hom(∧qV0, SνW∨0 ))
as claimed. Note that in general the map
QPl : Quotp,νP(W0)(V 0)→ P(Hom(∧qV0, SνW∨0 ))
is not an embedding.
A quotient [s] ∈ Quotp,νP(W0)(V 0) defines a central projection
ψ[s] : P(∧qV0) \ P(ker(∧pks))→ P(SνW∨0 ) .
Since P(∧qV0) contains the image of the Plu¨cker embedding
Pl : Gq(V0)→ P(∧qV0) ,
it is interesting to study the composition
φ[s] := ψ[s] ◦ Pl : Gq(V0) \ P(ker(∧pks))→ P(SνW∨0 )
associated with an element [s] ∈ Quotp,νP(W0)(V 0). When ν = pq we can ask if this
projection is defined on the all of Gq(V0), and when p and q are not both even, so
that φ[s] is relatively orientable, one can also ask for the degree.
Remark 3.4. Consider the special case where V0 = S
p+q−1W∨0 and W0 = R2. It
seems to be well known [EG3] that in this case there exists an element
sWronski ∈ Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0)
such that
ϕ[sWronski] = [ϕWronski]
is the Wronski projection introduced in section 3.2.
Note that the chamber structure of Hom(∧qV0, SpqW∨0 )Gq(V0) induces a chamber
structure on the complement
Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) \QPl−1(P(WGq(V0)))
of the pull-back of the projectivized wall P(WGq(V0))) via QPl.
The image φ[s](U) ∈ P(SpqW∨0 ) of a q-plane U ∈ Gq(V0) \ P(ker(∧pks)) can be
explicitly described as follows: Denote by jU : U → V 0 the obvious embedding
of the trivial rank q-bundle U := P(W0) × U in V 0, and by ρU : V 0 → V 0/U
the projection onto the quotient bundle. The determinant det(ρU ◦ ks) of the
composition ρU ◦ks : ker(s)→ V 0/U can be regarded as an element of ∧p(V0/U)⊗
SpqW∨0 . If this element is non-zero it defines an element
PP [s](U) ∈ P(∧p(V0/U)⊗ SpqW∨0 ) = P(SpqW∨0 ) ,
called the pole placement of [s] ∈ Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) at U ∈ Gq(V0). On the other
hand, one can easily prove that det(ρU ◦ ks) is non-zero if and only if φ[s] is defined
at U .
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Lemma 3.5. When φ[s] is defined at U , one has
(22) φ[s](U) = PP [s](U) .
Proof. Consider the rank p vector bundle Ks on P(W0) associated with the sheaf
ker(s), choose x ∈ P(W0) and vectors l1, . . . , lp ∈ Ks,x. Let (v1, . . . , vp, vp+1, . . . vp+q)
be a basis of V0 such that (vp+1, . . . , vp+q) is a basis of U . Let U
⊥ := 〈v1, . . . , vp〉
and k¯s the composition of ks with the projection on U
⊥. Regarding ∧pks as an
element in
H0(P(W0),Hom(det(Ks),Hom(∧qV0,det(V 0))) = Hom(∧qV0,∧p+qV0)⊗ SνW∨0
we have
(∧pks)(l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lp)(vp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ vp+q) = ks(l1) ∧ · · · ∧ ks(lp) ∧ vp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ vp+q =
= k¯s(l1)∧· · ·∧k¯s(lp)∧vp+1∧· · ·∧vp+q = [det(ρU◦ks)(l1∧· · ·∧lp)]⊗(vp+1∧· · ·∧vp+q) ,
where in the last equality we have used the canonical isomorphism det(V0) =
det(V0/U) ⊗ det(U). Therefore one obtains the following equality in the space
SνW∨0 ⊗ det(V0)
∧pks(vp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ vp+q) = det(ρU ◦ ks)⊗ (vp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ vp+q) ,
which shows that ∧pks(vp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ vp+q) and det(ρU ◦ ks) define the same element
in P(SνW∨0 ).
For a quotient [s] ∈ Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) the assigment U 7→ PP [s](U) defines a
rational map Gq(V0) 99K P(SpqW∨0 ). We denote by Rat(Gq(V0),P(SpqW∨0 )) the
set of such rational maps. Letting [s] vary in Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) we obtain a map
PP : Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0)→ Rat(Gq(V0),P(SpqW∨0 )) ,
which we call the universal pole placement map. Lemma 3.5 shows that the follow-
ing diagram is commutative:
Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0)
- P(Hom(∧qV0, SpqW∨0 ))
?
Rat(Gq(V0),P(SpqW∨0 ))
PP
Pl∗
QPl







+
3.4. A real subspace problem. Let W0, V0 be real vector spaces of dimensions
2 and p+ q respectively. We denote by Spq0 (P(W0)) the subset of elements s in the
symmetric power Spq(P(W0)) consisting of pairwise distinct points.
Subspace problem: Fix a regular algebraic map γ : P(W0) → Gp(V0) of al-
gebraic degree pq, and an element s ∈ Spq0 (P(W0)). Count the q-dimensional linear
subspaces U ⊂ V0 such that
P(U) ∩ P(γ(ξ)) 6= ∅ ∀ξ ∈ s . (Sγ,s)
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We will show that this problem has an interesting interpretation which, for gen-
eral s ∈ Spq(P(W0)), allows one to associate a sign to every q-dimensional subspace
U satisfying the condition (Sγ,s) and to compute the total number of solutions of
(Sγ,s) when these signs are taken into account. Indeed, for any regular algebraic
map γ : P(W0)→ Gp(V0) there exists a bundle epimorphism
sγ : V 0 → Qγ
classifying γ, i.e., such that
γ(ξ) = ker(sγ,ξ) ∀ξ ∈ P(W0) .
The equivalence class [sγ ] ∈ Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) is well defined, and the assigment
γ 7→ [sγ ] defines an embedding
Morpq(P(W0), Gp(V0))→ Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) ,
where Morpq(P(W0), Gp(V0)) is the space of regular algebraic morphisms P(W0)→
Gp(V0) of algebraic degree pq. Consider the pole placement map φ[sγ ] : Gq(V0) →
P(SpqW∨0 ) corresponding to the quotient [sγ ].
Let Ps ∈ R[W0]pq = SpqW∨0 be a homogeneous polynomial of degree pq on W0
whose set of roots coincides with s. This polynomial is determined by s up to
multiplication by a non-vanishing constant.
Lemma 3.6. The set of solutions of the problem (Sγ,s) can be identified with the
fibre φ[sγ ] over [Ps]:
φ−1[sγ ]([Ps]) = {U ∈ Gq(V0)| P(U) ∩ P(γ(ξ)) 6= ∅ ∀ξ ∈ s} .
Proof. Indeed, using the definition of φ[s], it follows that for any U ∈ Gq(V0) the set
of zeros of a polynomial PU ∈ R[W0]pq representing φ[sγ ](U) ∈ P(SpqW∨0 ) coincides
with the set of points ξ ∈ P(W0) for which det(ρU ◦ ksγ ,ξ) 6= 0, i.e., with the set of
points ξ ∈ P(W0) for which γ(x)∩U 6= {0}. If the latter set is s (which has maximal
cardinal pq) this condition is equivalent to [PU ] = [Ps]. Therefore φ[sγ ](U) = [Ps]
if and only if U satisfies the condition (Sγ,s).
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that p and q are not both even and let γ : P(W0)→ Gp(V0)
be a regular algebraic map of algebraic degree pq such that
[sγ ] ∈ Quotp,pqP(W0)(V 0) \QPl−1(P(WGq(V0))) .
Then the pole placement map φ[sγ ] : Gq(V0)→ P(SpqW∨0 ) is well defined. Choose a
relative orientation ν of φ[sγ ]. There exists an open dense subset Sγ ⊂ Spq0 (P(W0))
such that for any s ∈ Sγ one has∑
U solves (Sγ,s)
εU,ν = degν(φ[sγ ]) .
Proof. The map s 7→ [Ps] identifies Spq0 (P(W0)) with an open subset of R[W0]pq =
SpqW∨0 . It suffices to apply Sard theorem to the map φ[sγ ] and to take into account
that the set of regular values of a proper smooth map is always open.
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